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Thetford's invention of the C1
cassette toilet in 1986 revolu-

tionised sanitation for RV's. For
the first time it was possible to ser-
vice the whole unit from outside
the RV. At first not all OEM's were
convinced at the idea of cutting a
hole in the side of the vehicle to
allow access to the cassette.
Nonetheless Hobby saw the light
and was rewarded with a two year
exclusivity agreement.
It was therefore 1988 when the
C1 really took off but those early
bench toilets gave washroom desi-
gners limited scope on layout.  The
toilet had to be installed in a cor-
ner with an outside wall. Quite
often the width of the toilet
assembly dictated the width of the
washroom. All that changed in
1996 when Thetford introduced

the C200.  Developed jointly with
Thetford Corporation in the USA
its slim profile meant the toilet
could be installed anywhere an
outside wall was available. What's
more the bowl could swivel up to
90 degrees in either direction to
give even more freedom of instal-
lation and use. The flush tank sat
neatly behind the bowl with a
flush button or handle at a conve-
nient height on the top. The
resemblance to a household toilet
was unmistakeable and no doubt
tempted an ever wider audience
into the RV market.  OEM's loved
the C200 for its light weight and
for the design freedom it gave
them. Indeed the design was so
good that it has endured until
today with virtually no change.
The C200 remains popular in

The C200's long-lasting adventure, which began in 1996, comes to a glo-
rious end after 20 years and sets up a bright future for its descendant - the
already successful C220 toilet, introduced by Thetford in 2016. 

Words Terry Owen

Nostalgia as Thetford ends
production of the C200 toilet

Top: the famous
C200. Left the
C200 fits in the
tightest of spaces
as this campervan
installation shows.
Right the C220
also fits in tight
spaces but shares
the same footprint
as the larger
C260.
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motorhomes and campervans, in fact anywhere where
space is really tight. But the C200 is facing competition
from within. 
Last year saw the launch of the C220, a toilet whose com-
pact dimensions are close to those of the C200. The result
is that, after 20 years of continuous production, Thetford
has decided to pull the plug on the C200, with manufac-
ture due to end this year. Louis van Eil, Thetford's Director
of Engineering, said: "The C200 has been a phenomenal
success for Thetford with some 1.75 million units being
produced. However our expanding product range and con-
tinuous drive for improvement mean that it's now time to
retire the C200. We will of course continue to support it for
many years to come with spares and technical advice."
After the Porta Potti the C200 is Thetford's best selling toi-
let of all time with sales to more than 40 countries wor-
ldwide - a remarkable achievement.

When Thetford acquired Norcold in
1996 it took the existing fridge door

designs to market. These tended to have
chunky frames with the option for the OEM
to insert his own panel. Production for the
European market began at Etten-Leur in
2002. Although still modern looking
Thetford recently decided the doors should
have a facelift. It noted that, in domestic
interior styling, there is a clear trend from
curved towards straight lines. The first

models to feature the new frame design
were the N3140 series slim refrigerators and
the T1090 compressor refrigerator.
Following their successful introduction
Thetford has now extended the new door
design to most of the N3000 series models.
The design features straight, slim frames just
10 mm wide compared to 30 mm previou-
sly. Matt black is the order of the day, giving
a clean contemporary look. The ability for
OEM's to fit custom panels is retained with

both glossy and matt black. At the dealers
the door panels will be matt black. The
super slim frames have been made possible
by the fact that all OEM's now use CNC
machines for panel cutting. These greatly
improve the accuracy of the fit thereby allo-
wing tighter tolerances on the frame. To
maintain customer choice those N3000
models with curved doors are continuing
unmodified for the time being but Thetford
expects demand to drop as time goes on.

New slim framed refrigerator doors extended to more models

These pictures show the history of Thetford's C200 toilet: on the left a wooden sample of the cassette.
On the right: an early mock-up of Thetford's C200 toilet. 

The old door (left) and the new one (right)


